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Abstract- Introduction

quantitative techniques were conducted during this phase for

Reliability, accuracy and timeliness of laboratory test results are

data collection.

very important in laboratory Quality Assurance (QA). Accurate

It was observed that there were issues in pre-analytical,

test results helps to prevent unnecessary treatment, treatment

analytical and the post analytical stages of laboratory cycle.

complications, delays in correct diagnosis and unnecessary

Specimen collection, specimen quality and the specimen

diagnostic testing. Laboratory QA cycle consists of pre-

transport in pre-analytical stage, equipment errors and other

analytical, analytical and the post analytical stages which

related errors in the procedures in analytical stage and results

affect the accuracy of test results.

reporting, record keeping, and distribution of reports in post

District General Hospital Kalutara (DGHK) is one of the largest

analytical stage were selected as major problems. Therefore

health care institutions in Kalutara district. This Hospital serves

a package of interventions was undertaken to address above

not only people of Kalutara district but also those from the other

issues and was developed using adapted Lang’s framework

districts such as Rathnapura and Galle. This project aimed to

model for change at DGHK to improve QA system. All the

improve the process QA at the laboratory of DGHK using

medical wards and short staying unit at Emergency Treatment

adapted Lang’s framework model for change.

Unit were prioritized and selected for interventions as majority of
samples were sent by them.

Methodology and Results

QA committee was established and a nonconformity handling

The pre interventional phase was to assess the process of QA

form was developed and implemented. Further, sample collection

at DGHK and to identify gaps in quality assurance in the

manual was prepared. Sample collection counter and facilitator

laboratory processes and practices of medical laboratory

service was introduced and an internal circular was issued for

technologists and nursing officers. Both qualitative and

providing guidance for the new interventions. Initial steps were
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undertaken to establish a Laboratory Information Management

to be improved by strengthening Quality Assurance (QA) of the

System.

services they provide.

Post interventional evaluation was done using the same

QA is a management method that is defined as “all those planned

techniques that were used in the pre intervention phase to assess

and systematic actions needed to be provide adequate confidence

the effectiveness of the interventions. Desk review of sample

that a product service or result will satisfy given requirement for

register book and other relevant documents revealed that there

quality and be fit for use”. A quality assurance programme is

was

defined as “the sum total of the activities aimed at achieving that

a

significant

reduction

in

turnaround

time

after

implementing the interventions

required standards (ISO 1994). The WHO (World Health

Conclusions

Organisation) definition of QA is a total process whereby the

Interventions were effective in improving total QA Process with

quality of lab reports can be guaranteed.

reducing laboratory errors in all three stages of cycle.
Activities of QA may be varied and numerous, including
Sample collection manual had helped in reduction of errors in
research, clinical audit, setting monitoring of standards,
relation to specimen collection, quality, and the transportation.
evidence-based practice, continuing professional development,
Sample collection counter, the record keeping mechanisms
lifelong learning, and infection control, health and safety.
and report delivery systems were effective in improving post
analytical errors.

There was a significant reduction in

There are varieties of conceptual models that have been

turnaround time after the interventions.

published as models for evaluation. One such model Lang’s

It is recommended to implement this project in other units of the

framework for change (Annexure 1) has been used successfully

DGHK and in other institutions of the country for quality

as a model for QA programme (QAP).

assurance of laboratory process.
Figure 1: QA cycle adapted from Lang’s cycle
Index Terms- Quality Assurance, District General Hospital
Kalutara, pre-analytical stage, analytical stage and the post
analytical stage

INTRODUCTION

Background information
Ministry of Health is committed to improve and strengthen
government health sector. In this context laboratory services
plays a vital role in the patient care services and this sector need

QA cycle is used to assure the quality of care. It consists of
identifying values, setting objectives, describing patient care
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in measurable terms, securing measurement, evaluating the

Time/International Normalized Ratio (PT/INR), Lipid Profile,

results and act completing the cycle.

Liver Function Test, Serum Electrolytes were selected for this
project. Male and Female medical wards (7, 8, 9 and 16)) and

Objectives
Short Staying Unit (SSU) were selected for rest of the project.


General objective
Study population

To improve the process of Quality Assurance System (QAS) at
the laboratory of DGHK using adapted Lang’s framework model

There were 26 Medical Laboratory Technologist (MLT)

for change.

working at the institution including chief MLT. All of them were
selected for this project because as a practice they have been



1.

Specific objectives

To evaluate the existing process and practices to identify
gaps in the QAS at the laboratory of DGHK.

2.

To develop appropriate interventions to identified gaps using
adapted Lang’s framework model for change at the

rotated within 6 months period between 4 main sections of the
lab.
There were 104 Nursing Officers (NOs) and 4 sisters working in
the selected wards and SSU. All of them were selected for the
project.

laboratory of DGHK.
3.

To implement the interventions to improve the QAS in the
laboratory process at the laboratory of DGHK.

4.

To assess the effectiveness of the process after implementing
the interventions to improve the QAS at the laboratory of

Director, Relevant Consultants, Chief MLT and Sisters /in
charge NOs were selected for KIIs.

Study instruments
Qualitative tools – FGDs, KIIs

DGHK.
Quantitative tools - Interviewer administered Questionnaires
for MLTs and NOs
Methodology
This was a hospital based interventional study.
Setting
Project was implemented at DGHK. This is the largest
government hospital in Kalutara district. It serves as the final
referral center in the district .Haematology and biochemistry

Indicators to measure the quality of the laboratory process
and results
Percentage of samples with appropriate container
Percentage of samples with appropriate volume
Availability of selected practices in the laboratory process
Usefulness of the QA process to deliver quality results

sections of the laboratory that carries out Full Blood Count
(FBC), Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR), Prothrombin

Study implementation
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Results

Study execution
QA committee was established

Pre intervention

Training programmes on QA

KIIs

Error reporting system/Nonconformity handling form was
developed

collection

Defect in sample collection procedures due to lack of awareness.
Lack of proper methods to transport the samples

Workshops were conducted
Sample

56

counter

Unavailability of visible Standard Operating Procedures
and

facilitator

service

was

introduced
A sample collection manual was prepared
Internal circular was issued

Non availability of error reporting system
Lack of systematic mechanism to record keeping
Unavailability of report sending system
FGDs
Non availability of continuous training and workshops to
improve awareness

Data collection

Non availability of assign worker for responsibility of sending
the samples

This was done by the Principal Investigator (PI) with four trained
Post intervention
medical students.
KIIs
There has been significant reduction in sample collection errors
Data analysis
Data gathered from surveys was analyzed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences data analyzing software (SPSS)
software

There has been significant reduction in transportation errors
Standard Operating Procedures displayed near the equipment
Documentation of sending the samples were improved
Report sending delay were significantly reduced

Ethical and Administrative approval
Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethical Review
Committee of Faculty of Medicine, University of Colombo.
Approval for the project proposal was obtained from the Board
of Study in Medical Administration. Permission was obtained
from Director DGHK.

Risks and Benefits
The study was not a human interventional type and there was no
risk to the participants.

ample errors were recorded
FGDs
Awareness has been improved due to continuous training
programmes and workshops
Samples sending process was streamlined
Awareness has been improved due to continuous training
programmes and workshops
Samples sending process was streamlined
Testing errors such as sample preparation defects including
human errors were corrected using awareness.
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Shortcomings of entering patient’s information to the machines

Laboratory investigations are of vital importance in clinical

were also reduced

diagnosis. This system at DGHK was found to have several gaps

Quantitative assessment

which prevented it from supplying accurate results. Gaps

Only few MLTs (8%) experienced that samples sent were 100 %

identified, during pre-interventional assessment were under 3

in an appropriate container before the intervention but 52% of

phases of laboratory cycle. Specimen collection, specimen

MLTs experienced that samples sent were in an appropriate

quality, and the specimen transport. They were in the pre

container after the intervention. There was a significant

analytical phase equipment errors and related errors in the

improvement (P=0.000) in perception of MLTs that samples sent

procedures in the analytical phase of the cycle. Further

were in an appropriate container after the interventions at 5%

results reporting, record keeping, and distribution of reports

significance level.

were in the post analytical phase.

None of the MLTs experienced that samples sent were 100 % in

Reduction of process gaps were achieved by designing

an appropriate volume before the intervention but 44% of MLTs

interventions to improve the QA system using modified

experienced that samples sent were in an appropriate volume

Lang’s framework model for change adopted through the QA

after the intervention. There was a significant improvement

committee.

(P=0.000) in perception of MLTs that samples sent were in an

Post interventional assessment showed that the sample collection

appropriate volume after the interventions at 5% significance

manual which was developed to improve pre analytical stage of

level

laboratory cycle had helped in reduction of errors in relation to

Over 95% of MLTs perceived that QA process is useful to

specimen collection, quality, and the transportation. Related

deliver quality results both before and after the intervention. But

errors in the procedures in the analytical phase were

only 82% of nurses perceived that QA process is useful to deliver

minimized with the improvement of knowledge and the

quality results before the intervention and this was increased to

awareness of the MLTs Further, sample collection counter,

93% after the intervention. Perception of NOs in this regard has

the record keeping mechanisms and report delivery systems

improved

intervention.

were effective in improving post analytical errors. In

However Above table shows p = 0.070 (p > 0.05) and the

addition, when comparing pre and post interventional

relationship was statistically not significant in MLTs response of

assessment there was a significant reduction in TAT. Apart

usefulness of the QA process to deliver quality results. This is

from usefulness of the QA process to deliver quality results by

because most of MLTs new QA process is useful to deliver

MLTs, all the other measured variables by MLTs and NOs were

quality results.

statistically significant.

significantly

(P=0.000)

after

the

Conclusions
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When evaluating this project, process and outcome indicators
have shown that the strategies implemented for improving
laboratory quality assurance process at DGHK were successful.
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